Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
December 21, 2017
12:00 @ Aspires Office
Update from SEACH Institute – interested in what we do with this in the
community and are not opposed to us developing set of icons as long
as we are clear that they are specific to Austin community.
Students identify sparks.
Community supports discovery
and nurturing of sparks.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creative Arts
Athletics
Subject Matter
Reading
Serving
Leading
Caring for Animals
Nature
Religion

IJ/Ellis Conversation – very eager for us to take this work forward.
Suggested we start with community campaign before requesting a
school campaign. They use a spark plug as overall icon. Important to
engage parents in campaign. Ideas to post community businesses
along with the sparks used in jobs at this location. Create a video to
introduce sparks at beginning of school year to run on school screens.
Have sparks icons by classroom doors indicating what sparks are
nurtured.
Define and/or rename Sparks (developed key words for each as a
jumping off spot for creating definitions)
• Creative Arts – making, creating, sharing arts through
performance, visual arts, writing, storytelling, and music
• Athletics – individual or team competition to promote health
• Subject Matter – immersive inherent interest in a topic or issue
• Reading – for entertainment, information or research
• Serving – for the greater good or good of others to make an
impact beyond self
• Leading – influencing, empowering, inspiring, leading to goal,
advocating
• Caring for Animals – maintenance, compassion and
companionship
• Nature – love of and care for earth, recreation and exploration
• Religion Spirituality – self-awareness, connection to something
bigger/other than self, search for meaning
Select Icons for each – created new options for team to review (see
page two)
Practice using icons with “Austin Activities for Youth – we started to do
this with our document. Realized that we will need to engage with the
leaders from these organizations to accurately identify.
Next Meeting
January 18th @ Noon

Sparks – Austin, MN
Creative Arts
Athletics
Subject Matter
Reading
Serving
Leading
Caring for Animals
Nature
Spirituality

Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
November 16, 2017
12:00 @ Aspires Office
Members present: Edwina Harder, Catherine Haslag
Reviewing survey data the team then combined strategies into like
categories. These are listed below:

Students identify sparks.
Community supports discovery
and nurturing of sparks.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creative Arts
Athletics
Subject Matter
Reading
Serving
Leading
Caring for Animals
Nature
Religion

Education for the Community
• I prefer a campaign that doesn’t pressure kids to identify their
spark but rather exposes them to lots of opportunities to
discover their spark. No pressure, just fun!
Marketing
• Get the schools and public library to setup books that highlight
different sparks.
• Include signage around town that tie activities to sparks.
• Incorporate talk of sparks in the schools at an early age.
Billboards and commercials, “what is your spark?”
(with examples) Also, “follow your spark.” Spark booths at
existing events.
• Spark “logos” to be included on promotional materials for
events.
• Connect with community events that exist and create signage of
what different spark activities might link to…otherwise a “Sparks
Fair” sounds super fun.
Application
• A (recommended) designed activity for students at each site in
our district…something visual, like the feather (wing) project
seen on social media.
• Having some type of event or course offerings that allows
students the ability to explore different sparks.
• Poster campaign of people from the community, with diverse
representation of age, gender, race, economic level “doing” their
spark. Big posters on easels displayed about the community
Timeline:
• Get SEARCH approval
• Consult IJ and Ellis – ask for advice
• Offer teacher education regarding sparks (discuss w/
Krenz). Speak at January 29th staff development meeting?
• Develop a logo that can be used on summer brochures, after
school activity promotions, volunteer opportunity lists. Who will
do this?
• Emphasize community ownership

•
•

Timeline continued

Next time

Begin with education about what is meant by sparks
Run an article in the paper presenting the concept and why it is
important and interview community members. Or include a
paragraph about it in each of Jen’s columns.
- What and why are important to answer in all communication
to encourage community “buy in” and support.
- The concept and focus must be embraced by kids
• Work with service groups and the public to educate about what
is meant by sparks and why it is important to nurture them. This
could include speaking at group sessions (teachers, public
service, religious organizations) as well as a public media
campaign.
• Some sort of training of adult leaders in activities/events that
involve young people to get the “vocabulary” of sparks into their
vernacular. Get us all talking the same language and
understanding the purpose of encouraging and fostering
“sparks” There would also have to be education for the
community, so they understand what the symbols mean. Help
adults ID their own sparks and educate them on why this is
important. Teach them how to support their children in
identifying and exploring their own sparks.
• Presentations in schools, other public forums (churches, youth
groups, Freedom Fest)
Determine length of time and measures for each idea

Next Meeting
December 21 @ Noon

Sparks Survey
October 2017
Sparks
5
4
3
2
1
0

Sparks

At our meeting in September we identified a public campaign promoting sparks as one of our
top 3 priorities. What would this look like?
• Presentations in schools, other public forums (churches, youth groups, Freedom Fest)
• A (recommended) designed activity for students at each site in our district... something visual,
like the feather (wing) project I am seeing on social media
• Develop a logo that can be used on summer brochures, after school activity promotions,
volunteer opportunity lists. Run an article in the paper presenting the concept and why it is
important and interviewing community folks. Or include a paragraph in each of Jen's column
with the "interview".
• Including signage around town that tie activities to sparks. These would also be included on
promotional materials for events. There would also need to be education for the community so
they understand what the symbols mean, help adults ID their own sparks, educate them on
why this is important and how to support their children in identifying and exploring their own
sparks.
• Incorporating talk of sparks in the schools at an early age. Billboards and commercials, "what
is your spark"? (with examples) Also, "follow your spark." Spark booths at existing events.
• Poster campaign of people from the community, with diverse representation of age, gender,
race, economic level with people "doing" their spark. Big posters on easel displayed about the
community.
• Begin with education about what is meant by sparks.

We also identified a public "sparks campaign" as another strategy to achieve our goal that
"Students identify sparks. Community supports discovery and nurturing of sparks". How do
you envision a "sparks campaign"?
• Combination of schools and community groups (youth sports, Nature Center, Kid's Corner,
YMCA)
• I liked the idea of connecting with community events that exist and creating signage of what
spark different activities might link to... otherwise a "Sparks Fair" sounds super fun :)
• I prefer a "campaign" that doesn't pressure kids to identify their spark but rather exposes them
to lots of opportunities to discover their spark. No pressure, just fun!
• Having some type of event or course offerings that allows students the ability to explore
different sparks.
• Having some type of event or course offerings that allows students the ability to explore
different sparks.
• See my response to the above question. That outlines my ideas on this too. Maybe get the
schools and public library to setup books that highlight different sparks.
• Some sort of training of adult leaders in activities/events that involve young people to get the
"vocabulary" of sparks into their vernacular. Get us all talking the same language and
understanding the purpose of encouraging and fostering "sparks."
• Work with teachers, service groups, general public to educate what is meant by sparks and
why it is important to nurture them. This could include speaking at group sessions (teachers,
public service, religious organizations) as well as a public media campaign.
Our third big idea was to link sparks to current activities in the community. Please list all of the
activities you think would be a good place to promote the concept of "sparks".
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Freedom Fest,
Nature Center,
Youth Sports,
Parks and Rec,
Community Pool,
Library,
Summer Reading,
Arts Festival,
Hormel House events,
Fourth of July events
APS and Pacelli Schools activities
Churches
YMCA
Arts Center
Dance Studios
MacPhail
4H
Riverland

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Humane Society
Nursing Homes (volunteers)
Harvest Fest
Paramount
Library
PTTP
Austin Home and Vacation Show
Taste of Mower County
GT Symposium
Hormel Institute Open House
Mower County Fair
Girl Scouts/Boy Scouts
PRC
CLC
Preschools
Teacher education
Service Clubs

Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
September 21, 2017
12:00 @ Aspires Office
Members present: Catherine Haslag, Edwina Harder, Lynn Hemann, Kristen Olson, Laura Sayles, Jill
Rollie, LeeAnn Ettinger
Topic

Review the Goal

What are Sparks?

Notes

Students identify sparks at an early age and link community, schools,
parents and teachers link learners to spark fostering opportunities.
New Goal (revised): Students identify sparks. Community supports
discovery and nurturing of sparks.
Review and add to “Top 10”
• Creative Arts 54
• Athletics 25
• Subject Matter 18
• Reading 11
• Serving 10
• Leading 10
• Caring for Animals 8
• Nature 7
• Religion 2
•
During individual brainstorming the team discussed the sub-categories
that fall under the main Sparks list:
Technology
Gaming
Civics
Justice
Food
Fashion
Dance
Visual
Music
Social
Justice

See page 2

Strategies to Achieve Goal

Out of school:
• Connect mentors 1:1
• Connect Professional
• Volunteer Spark Clinic
• Community open house
• Sharing between agencies and schools
• Spark buffet, taking sparks to kids
• Tie into existing events
• “What is a Spark” campaign
• Ask library to help direct kids to spark appropriate books
• Make volunteer opportunities known in one central location (all
agencies)
• Free community events for children to determine spark interests
– Publicize as “Spark Hunt”. Show dance classes, etc.
• Graphically, specifically ID spark activities 1.e. Arts Festival
feeds the creative arts spark.
In School
• Spark fair
• Talent show
• Spark buttons on school ID, etc.
• Spark club
• Classroom activities
• Exploratory courses
• Chance to show learning
• Interest surveys
• Spark inventory compiled
• REACH survey
• HEAT
Promote:
• Signage, media
• Website link
• Information hub
Measurement discussion:
• Attendance participation
• College and post-secondary enrollment increase
• Parent survey
• Community survey
• Exit survey
• Increased enrollment
What did we miss?
• Need to narrow focus on nuts and bolts
Select strategy:
Next meeting –
• Public campaign
• Current activities connected
• Spark Fair – (Top 3)

Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
August 17, 2017
12:00 @ Aspires Offices
Members present: Jean McDermott, Laura Sayles, Ted Hinchcliffe, Angie Taylor, Kristen Olson
Topic

Notes

Report Card Review

Approved
• Switch Krenz quote
• All else okay.

Review “engagement”
conversation from July.

Discussion on student engagement
• What inspires students to achieve?
• What inspires college choice?

Approve minutes and agenda

Using our continuous improvement model, we will continue to define
our “problem statement” as a means to identifying strategies to improve
outcomes as related to our aspirational goal.
Problem Statement:
“Some student interests are not connected to learning in schools, within
families, and the community.”
• Students don’t know their sparks
• Sparks aren’t honored by family/others
• Skill does not equal spark, spark does not equal skill
• Balance of support and encouragement.

Defining the Problem

Why? Students and families don’t know what their student’s spark is
Why? They don’t know that finding and following a spark is important
Evidence: (REACH Survey)
• Connect sparks to learning. 32% Meets or exceeds
• High teacher expectations. 77% Meets or exceeds
• Voice 38% Meets or exceeds
• Inspire 37% Meets or exceeds
3rd grade reading – growth score
• High 33%
• Average 47%
• Low 24%
8th grade math – growth scores
• High 29%
• Average 47%
• Low 24%

Students identify sparks at an early age and link community, schools,
parents and teachers link learners to spark fostering opportunities.

Goal

For next time:
• What are community wide strategies to impact results related to
this goal and how will we measure?

Next Meeting
September 21, 2017 from 12:00 – 1:00

Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
July 20, 2017
12:00 Steve’s Pizza
Members Attending: LeeAnn Ettinger, Edwina Harder, Catherine Haslag, Ted Hinchcliffe, Kristen Olson, Jill
Rollie, Laura Sayles
Topic
Approve minutes and agenda

What does “Student Engagement”
mean to us?

Notes
NA
For students to be engaged, learning needs to be:
• Hands on (using senses, active)
• Connected to real life
• Memorable (sometimes due to shock value or connection to a story)
• Active vs passive (including movement)
• In a safe place
• Connected to nature
• “Risky” within safe boundaries
What are the “new three R’s” as related to Student Engagement?
• Relationships – interest based
• Relevance – meaningful, authentic, connected
• Rigor – thought provoking, higher level
Modes of Learners
• Subject lover
• Emotionals
• Hand raisers
• Social butterflies
• Teacher responders
• Deep thinkers
Do we need to be teaching:
• Mindfulness
• Empathy
Next month we will continue to work through our continuous improvement
model by identifying the “problem” as related to Student Engagement and
working through to strategy to achieve our measurable outcomes.
Next Meeting
August 17, 2017 from 12:00 – 1:00

Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
June 15, 2017
12:00 Aspires Offices
Members Attending: Edwina Harder, Jean McDermott, Kristen Olson
Topic
Approve minutes and agenda

Defining the “problem”

Rigorous Celebrations

Community Rigor Series

July 20th Meeting

Notes
NA
We will continue to use our continuous improvement process to identify
strategy for achieving our aspirational goal. As we proceed with this
topic we will need to discuss the following:
• Define “student engagement”
• Discuss “sparks” and the REACH framework (data attached to
minutes)
• Define new problem statement
Promotion of rigor in the community using short stories and
photographs through print and social media. We will continue to discuss
how Austin Aspires can be of added value in the community
conversation about rigor for youth. We will start with the themes about
from the REACH Survey
Discussion about our College Selection Panel “Lessons Learned” will
continue at our July meeting.
• Date
Would it be best to have after school starts to school could also
promote event and collaborate in planning?
• Location
Library has been discussed as ideal location
• Topics
Organization
ACT
Gap Year
Scholarships
College Visits
• Resources
Team chose to meet at Steve’s Pizza for our July meeting!

Next Meeting
July 20, 2017 from 12:00 – 1:00

Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
May 18, 2017
12:00 – 1:00 Aspires Offices
Members present: Angie Taylor, Catherine Haslag, Laura Sayles, Jill Rollie, LeeAnn Ettinger, Mona
Bachmeier
Topic
Approve minutes and agenda

Gaps in Service

Action Team Membership

Austin Activities for Youth

Notes
Minutes and agenda approved
It was determined after some work through the continuous
improvement model that the broad need related to academic
achievement was not tutoring. The team agreed that while tutoring may
impact a small group of students, it was not the need where we wanted
to focus our time moving forward. Therefore we will revisit the topic
focusing on “Student Engagement” next month.
• Define “student engagement”
• Discuss “sparks” and the REACH framework
• Define new problem statement
Do not be discouraged that we started down the path of tutoring and
found that this was not the area of primary need. This is EXACTLY why
we are using the continuous improvement model, to determine precise
need and match strategy to this need. We will get there, and when we
do it will be work that will impact our long-term goal “All learners will be
challenged to achieve their academic potential.”
Who are we missing? Who will invite?
• Edwina Harder – Bachmeier
• Valentina Gallegos – Jill Rollie
• Jake Vela – Catherine Haslag
What organizations need representation?
• Library - ?
• YMCA - Lawhead
• Pacelli - Bachmeier
Review Full Document and one pager
Some edits noted, will be made and ready for August distribution
• Circle of Friends Camps added
• 2 private music teachers added
• Principals of Southgate and Pacelli corrected
• Home school link? Mona
• Malo add for AHS Principal
• Short description of APS extracurriculars on page 2
• Review One Pager – Okay

What experiences of student rigor are NOT being celebrated that our
monthly Herald article could highlight? Any new ideas?
• Dream Big Grant
• Adaptive Bowling
• All State
• Peer Power Partners
• Adaptive groups
Rigorous Celebrations

Catherine suggested submitting photos with short captions instead of
articles, to the paper. She felt people would enjoy seeing several “short
stories”. Ask the public for photos of events. Write small captions when
posting.
• Use #AustinAspires when tweeting or @AustinAspires when
posting something good to Facebook
Another nice idea was to meet for lunch in July as a little more of a
relaxed and social meeting.
What other topics do we want to cover? Which should we start with?
•

Community Rigor Series

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

College selection: Sheri Dankert, Quinn Brunner, Juliana
Marconi, Mona B., LeeAnn E., Laura S., Cindy Hernandez
Sports:
Mental Health: Tieghan Kempe
Music:
Politics: Jeanne Poppe,
Medicine: Fred Bogott
Mental Health
Transition to College
Science: Rick Herried, Richard Lemons, C. Haslag,

The team will bring more ideas for experts, parents, former students
list.

Next Meeting
June 15, 2017 from 12:00 – 1:00

Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
April 20, 2017
12:00 – 1:00 Aspires Offices
Members Present: LeeAnn Ettinger, Catherine Haslag, Kristin Olson
Topic
Approve minutes and agenda

Quality Programming Profile

Austin Activities for Youth

Rigorous Celebrations

Community Rigor Series

Notes
Approved
Members of local youth serving organizations came together to start the
conversation about assets and barriers in serving youth for our
community. They provided feedback about “Austin Activities for Youth”
document. We plan to meet each quarter and will use the Quality
Program Profile as a guide for our conversations.
Review feedback
• Jen presented a one page small concept overview document to
hand out. The team liked it
Review alternate version
• Justify document to clean it up
• Use logo as button on web version
What experiences of student rigor are NOT being celebrated that our
monthly Herald article could highlight?
•
•
•

Scarlet Cord, Student Advisory Board
Mentoring at different schools
Peer Power Partners

Think about different groups to recognize. Keep in mind the word
RIGOR.
Lawhead will share an idea about a series of talks or community panels
and gather feedback from the team about whether to pursue.
• College selection
• Sports
• Mental Health
• Music
• Politics
• Medicine
To do: Speak to local experts, Gifted Advisory Council, John Alberts

Problem Statement:
There is a lack of engagement or awareness of tutoring opportunities
and a need for increased quality of existing tutoring resources.
Background:
• Focus Groups
• Surveys

Gaps in Service

Current State:
• Library
• YMCA
• SSC @ Riverland
• Teachers
• Kahn Academy
• Private
• Targeted Services
• E3
• Reading Corp
• Mentors/Homework help?
5 Why’s:
Why? No leadership or organization around need
Why? Assumed responsibility of “others”
Why? Potential tutors are busy or would need pay
Why? We “think” it should come from schools
Why? We see the schools as the primary place of learning
Why? 2 working parents, Lack of knowledge of content, Cultural
differences, school down, parent up thinking.

Next time: Revisit why’s and write a goal statement

Next Meeting
May 18, 2017 from 12:00 – 1:00

Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
March 23, 2017
12:00 – 1:00 Aspires Offices
Topic
Approve minutes and agenda

Notes
Update from youth serving organizations

Quality Programming Profile

Review feedback from Youth Serving organizations, give ok to print
Austin Activities for Youth

Topics for articles (share Job Shadowing example)
Rigorous Celebrations

Lawhead will share an idea about a series of talks or community panels
and gather feedback from the team about whether to pursue.
Community Rigor Series

Continue discussion and determine strategy for action.
Gaps in Service

Next Meeting
April 20, 2017 from 12:00 – 1:00

Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
February 16, 2017
12:00 – 1:00 Aspires Offices
Members present: Kristin Olson, Catherine Haslag, Laura Sayles, Jill Rollie, LeeAnn Ettinger

Topic
Approve minutes and agenda

Quality Programming Profile
Roll out:
2/23/2017
12-1 Library small conference
room.

Austin Activities for Youth
Roll out to test; 90 days
March, April, May

Rigorous Celebrations

Community Rigor Series
Next Mtg.

Notes
Minutes and agenda approved.

Questions for groups to ask:
What is going well?
What are challenges?
How often do you want to meet?
Anything else? For second meeting to review by businesses.
 Who might use this tool in your organization??
 How often will the document be updated? (Evolving as
needed)
 How will the data regarding this be collected?
 Will there be a person in charge admin? Or group?
 How long a time period do you plan to use it?
Include in:
 New student packet
 Back to School Night
 Chamber Welcome Folder
 Welcome Center
How often will we update this information and redistribute?
Updates from meetings with Herald/KSMQ
 Monthly column Austin Daily Herald
 Morning newscasts
 Signage, window posters: Who are we? What do we do?
 Participate as “Austin Aspires” teams in homecoming, color run,
community events; to get more name recognition.
 Give 5 minute talks to service clubs about the group.
Lawhead will share an idea about a series of talks or community panels
and gather feedback from the team about whether to pursue.

Gaps in Service:
Additional ideas for areas of
Improvement

Social emotional well being
 Lack of time to give students attention in the classroom
 Perseverance education (Search Institute model)
Tutoring and enrichment:
 Post - secondary enrollment. Assist all levels with
applications/scholarships. Encourage idea of one common
application covering multiple scholarships to reduce time
investment.
 ACT/SAT prep and tutoring
 Safe place for after school unsupervised students
Tie safe-place to filling gaps: Work with businesses to
encourage paid (or not) volunteer participation by employees.
Offer activities in fixed rotation (Monday – swim, Tuesday –
book club, Wed. Yoga, Daily homework help.) staffed by
volunteers: eg., Tutoring, play, learning a skill.
 Better if within school setting or transportation would be needed
to sites.
 Transportation is a problem.

Next Meeting
March 23, 2017 from 12:00 – 1:00

Academic Potential Action Team Agenda
All learners will be challenged to achieve their academic potential.
Empowering all individuals to become self-directed learners through authentic experiences that
take into account each individuals unique academic, emotional, and social needs.
January 19, 2017
12:00 – 1:00 Aspires Offices
Members present: Angie Taylor, Kristen Olson, Catherine Haslag, Laura Sayles

Topic
Approve minutes and agenda

Quality Programming Profile:
Question for youth serving
organizations.

Enrichment in Our Community:
Proposed new title for booklet:
“Austin Activities for Youth”

Notes
Minutes approved. Agenda approved.
What are your greatest challenges in serving our youth?
 Are there populations not being reached?
 What information would you like to have added to the booklet?
 Where would you like to have the booklet distributed?
 What are the barriers to youth participation?
February 23, 2017 – Meeting of youth serving organizations. Send
reminder on or near 2/9. Current slate of participants: Girl Scouts,
Library, McPhail, Matchbox. Jen will contact YMCA and Parks and Rec.
What questions do we want answered by the folks piloting our
enrichment document?
 What would you use? E-copy, booklet, website link?
 What do you like about it? Dislike?
 When would you prefer to receive this?
 What is missing?
 What needs to be changed?
 Does it have visual appeal?
 Do you find it easy to use?
 How could you most easily provide updates to current
information?
Recommended use of one page survey for feedback, or Survey
Monkey email. Jen will check on the price of translating the services
column only into Spanish.
Would it be worth our time and effort to have a booth at the fair with this
information? No
 Better distribution would be using; Back to School Night
 New Student packet
 Chamber of Commerce Welcome Folder
 Welcome Center

Rigorous Celebrations Insert:
An insert into the booklet was
deemed unnecessary.

For the February meeting:

What do we want this to look like? How do we want to share this
information across the community beyond the insert?
 Newsletter
 Highlights spot on TV
 Regular piece in Austin Magazine: Jen will talk to Jana Gray
 More Herald coverage
 Website, Facebook, Twitter
How will we gather this information?
 School websites
 Social media
 Austin Aspires website (establish group contacts)
Idea for Series of “talks” or panels
Lawhead will share an idea about a series of talks or community panels
and gather feedback from the team about whether or not to pursue.
Gaps in service in the community (both enrichment and support)
Continue the process of evaluating our “problem” and potential
strategies.

Next Meeting
February 16, 2017 from 12:00 – 1:00

